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For a finite group G, let Go(ZG) denote the Grothendieck group of finitely-generated ZG- 
modules with relations arising from short-exact sequences. It is shown that the methods of 
Lenstra for G Abelian can be adapted to semidirect products G = n ~ F with n cyclic, resulting 
in a description of Go(ZG) as a direct sum of Grothendieck groups of certain twisted group 
rings. In the case of the dihedral groups D2n and the generalized quaternion groups Q4,n, this 
leads to explicit formulas. Finally, it is shown that for a group G with no commuting elements 
of relatively-prime orders, the restriction-of-scalars map Go(~c) -~ Go(ZG), where ~G is a max- 
imal order containing ZG, is an isomorphism, a result suggested by S. Chase. 
O. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group, Go(ZG) the Grothendieck group of finitely-generated 
ZG-modules relative to short-exact sequences. A natural problem is that of com- 
puting Go(ZG) as explicitly as possible in terms of arithmetic data. The definitive 
result along these lines, in that the description is valid for all finite groups, is the 
Heller-Reiner formula [7, §4]. Recent work of Lenstra [10] yields a more explicit 
answer for finite Abelian groups, and Queyrut [12], using new techniques, has ob- 
tained computations for dihedral groups of order 2p r (p a prime) and metacyclic 
groups of order pq. 
The object of what follows is to establish formulas, using Lenstra's methods, for 
dihedral extensions of finite Abelian groups (in particular, for the dihedral groups 
D2n) and for quaternion groups Q4m. In addition, it will be shown that for a finite 
group G having no commuting elements of relatively-prime orders, the restriction- 
of-scalars map Go(~)-~Go(ZG) (where ~o is a maximal Z-order in ©G contain- 
ing ZG) is an isomorphism, a result suggested by S. Chase. 
More precisely, the results are as follows. Let (d be a primitive dth root of unity, 
Q[(d] + = ©[Ca + (a I ] the maximal real subfield of the cyclotomic field Q[~a], Z[(a] + 
the ring of integers, Z[(a, 1/d] + = Z[(a] + [l/d] the ring of fractions obtained by in- 
verting d. 
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Proposition A. 
din + 
where 
e=[2  4 f in&odd,  
if n is even. 
Given n, let H n denote the crossed-product algebra ©[(n] #c F, (see 1.9), where 
F is a two-element group acting by complex conjugation and c:F×F~©[( , ]*  is 
the unique normalized 2-cocycle characterized by c(?, y )=-  1, where ? is the non- 
trivial element of F; thus for n>2, Hn=(©[(n]/©[(,]+,c), the usual crossed- 
product algebra in the theory of Galois cohomology. 
Proposition B. Consider the quaternion group Q4m of order 4m, where m = 2Sm ', 
m" odd. Then 
1 Go(~-O4m)-~7/e(~d~[m,(7/s+2(~ ~_oCl(~-[(2id, ~id]+)(~ClH2s.'d(-~[(2S+ld, 2s+ld]+) ) , 
where CIn, denotes the ray-class group relative to Hn (see 3.1), and 
[21 f i x>0,  
e= if  s=O. 
(In case s = 0 and d= 1, the ray-class group should be interpreted as an ordinary 
ideal class group.) 
Proposition C. Let G be a finite group having no commuting elements of relatively- 
prime orders, ~c  a maximal 7~-order in ©G containing ZG. Then the restriction- 
of-scalars map Go(~c)~Go(ZG) is an isomorphism. 
Remark. In special cases, one recovers the metacyclic and dihedral computations of
Queyrut. 
The idea is to study split extensions of the form G = rt >~F, where rt is finite 
Abelian. A careful reading of Lenstra's theorem for Abelian groups shows that 
G0(7/G) can be expressed as a direct sum of Grothendieck groups of twisted group 
rings Z(Q)#F (see 1.1) arising from cyclic quotients Qof n, where Z(Q) is a certain 
Dedekind ring associated to O (see Section 2). Under favorable circumstances, one 
can calculate G0(Z(Q)#F) explicitly, thereby obtaining the above formulas. 
1. Preliminaries 
The following is a summary for the reader's convenience of elementary facts 
which will be cited frequently. Some are obvious and are stated without proof; 
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several are well known from the Galois theory of rings [6], but since the full power 
of that theory is not needed, a few arguments are sketched. The reader is advised 
to note the definitions, skipping the lemmas and referring back to this section only 
as needed. 
In what follows, all rings have a unit, which ring maps are required to respect, 
and all modules are unitary left-modules. A* denotes the group of invertible 
elements of a ring A. MnA denotes the ring of n × n matrices over A. If a group 
F acts on a set S, the subset of fixed points is denoted S r. 
Definition 1.1. Let R be a ring, F a group which acts on R by ring automorphisms; 
then one says that R is a F-ring. The twisted group ring R #F  is the R-module 
R®ZF,  with the element a®y denoted by a#y,  and multiplication defined by 
(a # y)- (a' # y') = ay(a') # yy'. If F acts trivially on R, then R # F is the usual group 
ring RF. 
Definition and Remark 1.2. If R is a F-ring and M is an R-module upon which F 
acts Z-linearly, then the action is R-semilinear if y(a. m) = y(a) y(m) for y e F, a e R, 
m e M. An R #F-module is simply an R-module with semilinear F-action. 
Let R~S be a ring map, F~S*  a group map; if the resulting F-action on S is 
R-semilinear, then there is an induced ring map R #F~S.  In particular, if RI, R2 
are F-rings and f :R l  ~R2 is a F-equivariant ring map, then there is an induced 
ring map R lgF~Rz#F.  
Lemma 1.3. Let R be a F-ring, 92 c_ R a F-stable two-sided ideal, so R/92 becomes 
a F-ring. Let 92 # F be the R-submodule generated by the a # ), with a ~ 92. Then 92 # F 
is the two-sided ideal of  R # F generated by 92, and the natural map R # F ~ R/92 # F 
induces an isomorphism 
R#F_  R 
÷- -#F .  
~#F 91 
Definition 1.4. Let S be a commutative ring upon which a group F acts, R = S r the 
fixed subring. Define maps f :  S#F~EndR(S)  and g: S®R S-*Homset(F, S) as 
follows. The regular epresentation S ~EndR(S) and the action F~AUtR(S) induce 
by 1.2 a map f :  S#F~EndR(S)  of R-algebras. g is given by g(x®y)(y) =x~(y). It 
is readily verified that g is an S-algebra map, and that the F-action on S®R S on 
the first factor corresponds under g to the action (fl- h)(y)=flh(f l- ly),  for a func- 
tion h : F ~ S and fl ~ F. 
Lemma 1.5. Let S be a commutative ring upon which a finite group Facts faithfully, 
R = S r, and suppose that S is a finitely-generated projective R-module. Then f is an 
isomorphism if and only if g is an isomorphism. 
Proof.  See [6, Theorem 1.3]. 
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Remark. In the Chase-Harrison-Rosenberg Galois theory of rings, these conditions 
are taken as the definition of a Galois extension of rings; thus several of the follow- 
ing lemmas merely assert hat certain particular ing extensions are Galois. 
Lemma 1.6. Let K be af ield upon which a finite group F acts faithfully, k = K r the 
f ixed field. Then the map f o f  1.4 is an isomorphism K#F-: 'Endk(K).  
Proof. The map is injective by independence of automorphisms and hence surjective 
by counting dimensions. 
Lemma 1.7. Let o be a Dedekind ring with field o f  fractions k, K a finite Galois 
extension o f  k with group F, 0 the integral closure o f  o in K, ~ a prime of  o. Then 
the map f :  ~/~0 #F~Endo/p(O/~O) is an isomorphism if and only i f  ~ does not 
ramify in ©. 
Proof. Since o/~ =--op/~ and since ramification can be detected locally, it suffices to 
assume that o is a discrete valuation ring. Then © has an 0-basis {el, ..., en}, and 
if F= {Yl,-.-, Yn}, then the matrix of f is [yi(ej)lij, whose squared determinant is
the mod-p reduction of the discriminant, which is a unit of 0/la if and only if ~ does 
not ramify. 
Lemma 1.8. I f  K, k, ©, o and F are as in 1.7, and ~/o is unramified, then 
f :  ~ #F~Endo(O)  is an isomorphism. 
Proof. See [6, Remark 1.5(d)]. Briefly, since injectivity follows from 1.6 and both 
O #F and End0(O) have the same 0-rank, it suffices to check that the cokernel has 
no 0-torsion, for any prime 1o of 0; i.e., it suffices to consider the mod-o reduction, 
which is handled by 1.7. 
Definition 1.9. Let R be a commutative F-ring, c: F x F- ,R*  a normalized 2-cocycle 
with values in R*. Then the crossed-product ring R #e F is the R-module R ®ZF 
with multiplication given by (a#y).  (a'#y')=ay(a')c(y, ' )#yy' .  Because of the 
cocycle identity, this is an associative ring, with identity 1 # 1 since the cocycle was 
taken to be normalized. If c is identically 1, this reduces to the twisted group ring 
of 1.1. If F acts faithfully and R is a field, then this is a well known construction 
in the theory of the Brauer group, where it is usually denoted (R /R  r, c). 
Remark 1.10. If R,S  are commutative F-rings, c :FxF -~R*  a 
2-cocycle, f :  R - ,S  a F-equivariant ring map, then the composite F x F 
is a 2-cocycle, and there is an induced ring map R#cF~S#/cF .  
normalized 
c 'R* f~s*  
Lemma 1.11. Let 9.1 c_ R be a F-stable ideal, so n : R-~R/~I is a map ofF-rings; let 
9.t #c F denote the R-submodule generated by the elements a # y, a ~ 9.[. Then ~I #c F 
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is the two-sided ideal of  R #c F generated by 92, and the natural map R #c F--+ 
R/92 #nc F o f  1.10 induces a ring isomorphism 
R#cF  R 
- -  ~- -#~cF .  
92 # ~ F 92 
Lemma 1.12. Let o be a Dedekind ring, k its field o f  fractions, K a finite Galois ex- 
tension of  k with group F, © the integral closure of  a in K, c :F×F~7*  a nor- 
malized 2-cocycle. I f  0 is unramified over o, then 
(# #c F)@,, ~' =Mlr  I (#). 
Proof. There is an obvious isomorphism ( :  #c F)®o : = (0 ®o ~)#c@l F given by 
(x#?)®y~(x®y)#? ,  where F is acting on 0®00 on the first factor. If the co- 
cycle c®l  is a coboundary, then (©®o ©)#c@l F=(©®o ©)#F, and the latter is 
the endomorphism ring EndCj(O® 0), since by 1.8, 0/o is a Galois ring extension 
and hence O ® 0/0 is as well, since Galois ring extensions remain Galois under base 
extension. Thus it suffices to show that (©®0)* is a cohomologically trivial F- 
module. But by 1.5, ~® O = Homset(F, O) as algebras, so (O® O)*_-- Homset(F, ©*), 
a coinduced module, which is cohomologically trivial by Shapiro's lemma. See also 
[1, Theorem 5.6]. 
Lerama 1.13. Let 0, a, K, k, F be as in 1.12, with 0 unramified over a. Then 
0 #c F is a maximal a-order in K#c F. 
Proof. Suppose ~ ~ ~q#cF is a properly larger order. Upon base extension, 1.12 
yields 
Mlrl(#)---- 0®o ( O #c F) c_ 0 ® o ~ C_ K(~k (K #c F) = MIrI(K), 
so since Mtrl(~) is a maximal order in MIrI(K), it follows that 0® o (~#cF)--- 
~®0 ~Z/. But 0 is a faithfully-flat o-module, being projective, so Jt = ~#cF ,  a 
contradiction. 
Lemma 1.14 (Bass). Let A be a right-Noetherian ring, I s, . . . , I  n two-sided ideals. 
Define a sequence 
(,) @ Co( 6 Co B,Co s,n ns. ,<__,<j<. \si + / j /  ,--, " "  
where ,6 is the sum of  the obvious maps Go(A/Ii)-+Go(A/Iln--. n/~) and a is 
the sum of  the maps aij: Go(A/Ii+ I j)~Go(A/I i)@Go(A/I j)  given by aij(x)= 
(ai(x), -aJ(x)), where el: Go(A/Ii + I j)~Go(A/I i)  and a j : Go(A/Ii + I j)~Go(A/I j)  
are induced by A/I i --*A/(I i  + Ij) and A/ I j  -~A/(I i  + Ij), respectively. Then (,) is 
exact. In particular, i f  I1N-.- N I n = O, so that A is embedded as a subdirect product 
A>-+A/I~ x ...A/In, then Go(A)=coker a. 
B~b//otheek 
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Proof. See [4, Theorem 4.2]. 
Lemma 1.15. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring, S a multiplicative set, A a 
finitely-generated R-algebra, S- IA = S-1R ®R A, aS-t°r(z) the Grothendieck group 
of S-torsion finitely-generated A-modules. Then the sequence 
GS-t°r(A)~Go(A)-*Go(S-IA)--)O 
is exact, so Go(A) modulo its subgroup generated by classes of  S-torsion modules 
is isomorphic to Go(S-IA). 
Proof. See [8] or [13, (8) of §6]. 
Lemma 1.16. Let © be a ring of algebraic integers upon which a finite group G acts, 
H< G a normal subgroup. Then a simple ~ # G-module M is semisimple as an 
© # H-mdoule. 
Proof. Clearly, M is p-primary for some rational prime p; since pM is a proper 
O # G-submodule, pM= 0, so M is a finitely-generated module for the finite ring 
~/p~ #H. Thus M has finite length, so it contains a simple ~/pO #H-submodule 
N. Then ~,g~ogN is a nonzero O#G-submodule of M, so M=~,g~ogN , by 
simplicity. Each gN is evidently a simple O #H-module, so M is semisimple. 
2. Dihedral groups 
In the following sections, the notation of Lenstra will be adopted: zt denotes a 
finite Abelian group, X(rt) the set of cyclic quotients of zt; two such quotients 81 
and 82 are considered the same if the projections rt~01, rt--~82 have the same 
kernel. Let R be a ring. If 8 ~X(zt), let R(8) denote the residue ring Rs/(~lel(t)), 
where ~n denotes the nth cyclotomic polynomial and t is a generator of 8. It is 
easily checked that the ideal (~lol(t)) is independent of the choice of t [10, §2]. For 
R = Z, one has 7/(8 )_=_7/[(IJ , the cyclotomic integer ing obtained by adjunction of 
a primitive [sIth root of unity, but not canonically. Let R(0> denote the ring of frac- 
tions R(o)[1/lul]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let G = rt ~IF be a semidirect product of a finite Abelian group 7t 
by a finite group F, where the F-action stabilizes every subgroup of rt (this is of 
course automatic if it is cyclic). Then 
O) 
e e X(n) 
A number of standard facts are reviewed prior to the proof. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let n be a finite A belian group. Then the projections © n--~ ©~--* ©(Q) 
for Q eX(n) yield an isomorphism ©n~ Ho~x¢~) ©(~). 
Proof. It is easily seen that the map is surjective, since the kernels of the maps 
©n-~'©(t0 are distinct maximal ideals; but any character ~ e ~ = Horn(n, C*) gives 
rise to a cyclic quotient n/ker ~, and for fixed t~ e X(n) there are precisely 0(lt~ I) 
distinct characters with the same kernel (where ~ is the Euler totient function), so 
~x~0( l~ l )= I~1 = [hi, i.e. the ©-dimensions of ©n and H~x~ ©(Q) coincide, 
establishing injectivity. For more details, see Lenstra [10, after (2.3)]. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G = n >4 F be a semidirect product as in the statement of  2.1. Then 
©G----'H~x~)Q(o)#F, and the restriction ZG- , lq~x~)Z(Q)#F is a subdirect 
embedding. 
Proof. Since all the subgroups of n are F-stable, each ©(Q) is a F-ring and the asser- 
tion makes sense. The group map G ~( (©n)#F)*  by xy~x# y (x~ n, y ~ F) induces 
a map ©G~(©n)#F.  The isomorphism of 2.2 is F-equivariant, so by 1.2 and 1.3, 
(©n) # F = I-[~x~ ©(Q)#F. Finally, if t generates Q, then the elements t # y (y ~ F)  
generate 7/(Q)#F as a Z-algebra, so if xen is a lift of t under n--*~o, then x3,~G 
maps to t#y  under ZG~Z(Q)#F,  so the embedding is subdirect. 
Proof of 2.1. By 2.3, QG-~[Io~xt,oQ(o)#F restricts to a subdirect embedding 
2~G ~ Ho~xt~ Z(Q) #F .  Let Io be the kernel of the surjection ¢o : ZG--*Z(Q) #F, so 
a Z(0)#F-module is a 7/G-module annihilated by Io. It will be convenient o 
establish two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.4. Let M be a finitely-generated Z(p) # F-module annihilated by n. Let p 
be a prime, and write Q = Q(p) × Q(p') for  the primary decomposition of  ~o, where 
Q(p) is the p-primary component of  Q, and Q(p') is p-free. Then M admits a filtra- 
tion such that each quotient is p-elementary for some p ] n and has trivial Q(p)-action 
and faithful Q(p')-action. 
Proof. We may assume that M is simple, hence p-primary for some p[n.  By 1.16, 
M is semisimple as a 7/n-module, hence as a g(Q)-module, so it suffices to show that 
for a simple Z(Q)-module N annihilated by p, O(p) acts trivially and O(p') acts 
faithfully. But such a module is just a simple module for some residue field Z(Q)/1o 
of characteristic p, so N=Z(Q)/la and Autzn(N)=(Z(Q)/l~)*, which has no non- 
trivial p-power roots of unity, so the map o~Aut~,,~(N) vanishes on O(p). Further, 
if k= I~(P')I, then k is prime to p and the image consists of the roots of X k -  1, 
a separable polynomial in characteristic p, which therefore has distinct roots. Thus 
O(p')~Autz~(N) is injective, so O(p') acts faithfully. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let M be a simple 7/G-module annihilated by Io, + I~2, so M is both a 
~-(QI) # F-module and a Z(~o2) # F-module, for Q1 :/= ~2. Then M is p-elementary, for 
some p dividing or 1 21. 
Proof. Manifestly, M is p-elementary for some p. Suppose that P{[0I] and 
P{ IQ21. Then Q1 =01(P'),  ~o2=Q2(P'). But by Lemma 2.4, both QI(P') and Q2(P') 
act faithfully on M, so each can be identified with the image of n---~Q~Autz,~(M). 
Thus QI(p')=Q2(p'), from which it follows that 01=~o2, contradicting the 
hypothesis. Thus p ll ,l or p l 1 21. 
Returning to the proof of 2.1, let P(n) denote the set of prime divisors of I n[. 
Let n(p) denote the p-primary part of n, where n(p) is trivial if p ¢i P(n), so one 
has the primary decomposition n---@pn(p). Let S be any set of primes, 
n(S) = @p~s n(p), so one has a natural decomposition n= n(S)t~n(P(n)-  S). The 
composite n--,,n(S)~n induces a ring map ©n---,©n which is F-equivariant, so in- 
duces a ring map ©n#F- ' ,©n#F,  i.e. ©G--,©G, by 1.2. This restricts to a map 
fs:  ZG ~ZG. For M a 2rG-module, one has a pullback module f *s M, which is M 
as a 7/-module, with the same n(S)-action as that of M but with n(P(n) - S) acting 
trivially. It is clear that for sets S, T of primes 
f * r ( f  *sM)=( fs°  f r ) *M=f  *snrM. (2.6) 
Let Q e X(n), S a set of primes. Since o(S) is a quotient of Q, Q(S)e X(n). Q(S) is 
also a subgroup of n(S); indeed, it is the image under n-*Q of n(S), so 
Q(S) e X(n(S)). The diagram below commutes: 
7In ,, ~_n(S) 
~o(s) 
g_(o(S)) 
, 7In 
1 
' ~'(0) 
Since the maps are F-equivariant, one obtains a commutative diagram 
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ZG 
1' 
Zrr#F 
fs 
> ZG 
;> ~n(S)#F > 7/rr#F 
~_o(S) # r 
1 
7/(o(S)) # F 
, Zo#F 
, z(o) #F  
For a g(Q)#F-module M, i.e., a ZG-module killed by I o, f *sM is obtained by 
pullback around the upper-right corner of the diagram, or equivalently, by pullback 
around the lower left, so f *sM is actually a Z(o(S))#F-module, i.e. it is an- 
nihilated by Io(s). 
For M a Z(0)#F-module, let [M, (0)] denote the element of @e~x<=)Go(Z(Q)#F) 
which is [M] in the 0-factor and zero elsewhere; adopt he analogous notation [M, (0)] 
for elements of (~o~xt~) Go(Z(0) #F).  Define L,/Se End(@o~xt=) G0(Z(Q) #F))  by 
L([M, (O)]) = ~ If*s M, (o(S))], 
s ~ P(o) 
£([M,(o)I = ~ (-1)lm°)-sltf*sM,(o(S))l. 
s ~ P(o) 
In Diagram 1, the top row is the Mayer-Vietoris equence of Bass arising from the 
subdirect embedding ~_G>--~IIQ~xt~)7/(o)#F by 1.14, and the bottom row is the 
sum of the localization sequences of 1.15. 
@ Go - , Go(7/G) ,0 
I 
I 
! 
~v s'W 
I 
I 
"9" I 
(~ Golal_tor(7/(0)#F) ,> (~ B , (~ Go(7/(o)#F ) >0 
o e X(n) O e X(n) 0 ~ X(n) 
t~ t~ 
' 0 Go(V(o)#F) 
C0(~(0) # F) 
Diagram 1. 
It will suffice to establish the following claims: 
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(1) ill_, vanishes on ker a = im 6, inducing thereby a map 
q./:Go(7/G) --' @ Go(Y:<0> #F) .  
o~X(n) 
(2) a/2 vanishes on ker B, inducing 
O: (~ Oo(Z<~>#r)~ao(Za). 
oeX(n) 
(3) L and/2 are inverse isomorphisms, so 
G0(ZG)-=- @ Go(Z<o>#F). 
osX(n) 
To prove (1), let Jo be the kernel of ©G--*©(o)#F, so JoNZG=Io and ©® 
Io = '10" Since the Jo are distinct maximal ideals, it is evident hat Jo, + "102 = ©G for 
01 ¢02; thus ZG/(Io,+I02) is a finitely-generated Z-module which vanishes upon 
tensofing with ©, so ZG/(Io, + I02 ) is finite. Since a finitely-generated module over 
an Artinian ring has finite length, Go(ZG/(Io,+I02)) is generated by simple 
modules, so im 6 is generated by the elements 6[M] = [M, (Ol)] - [M, (02)], where M 
is a simple ZG-module annihilated by Io, + I02. M is p-elementary, for some prime 
p. Now 
= ~_, [f*s M,<O~(S))]- 
Sc-/(O0 
so to prove (1), it suffices to prove: 
~., [f *sM,(02(S))], 
S ~/(02) 
[ f*sM, (01(S)>] = ~ [f*sM, (~o2(S)>]. (1') 
S~/(00 S~/'(02) 
Let S c_ P0z); it will be shown that S gives the same contribution on both sides of 
(1'). Suppose that S gives a nonzero contribution on the left: then Sc_P(o~), 
[f*s M,(OI(s))] ¢0 in Go(Z(o~(S)> #F) .  If 01(S)¢02(S), then by Lemma 2.5, 
P][01(S)[ or p[[02(S)[, so certainly peS.  But So_P(01), and hence M is an- 
nihilated by [01(S)[, and thus [f .s M, <01(S))] =0 in Go(Z(oI(S)>#F), contradict- 
ing the hypothesis. Thus it must be that ol(S)-02(S),  so S=P(01(S))=P(Q2(S))c_ 
P(02), and hence S contributes the same term on the right of (1'). Thus flL vanishes 
on im 6, and (1) is proved. 
To prove (2), note that ker fl is generated by classes [M, (0)] e G0(Z(p) # F )  where 
M is IQI-torsion. By Lemma 2.4, one can assume that M is p-elementary and 0(p) 
acts trivially, for some p[ [01- Thus f*/~)_{p} M=M, so for every Sc_P(Q) with 
p e S, one obtains a set S' = S -  { p} with p ~ S, and every subset of P(Q) is of one 
type or the other; thus the summation can be taken over such pairs: 
a/~([M,(Q)])= ~ (-1)LP(°)-sl([f *sM,~]-[ f  *s-{p} M, zO)=O, 
S c/(Q) 
~p~S 
since each term in parentheses i  zero. This proves (2). 
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Finally, the proof of (3) is essentially a 'M6bius inversion' argument. Let 
QeX(r0, and fix a set Tc_P(o) of primes. Observe that one has the following 
identity: ' 
(_l)l~o)_si = I10 ifT=P(o), (2.7) 
s~ if T.P(o). 
T~S~P(O) 
This is clear if T= P(O); if not, fix p ~ P(#) - T. The same argument as in the proof 
of (2) shows that admissible sets S (i.e., those with To_ S c_ P(p)) are of two types: 
those with p e S and those with p ~ S, and the two are in bijective correspondence. 
Thus 
(-1) I~°)-sl = 
S~ S~ 
T_. S~ P(0) T~ S~/0(0) 
p~S 
which establishes (2.7). 
((_ 1)lt~o)-sl +(_ 1)l~o)- (s- {pDI) = 0, 
Now consider L o/_7. For a 7/(0)# F-module M, 
L o/2[M, (O)]= L(s~o,\~_t~ (- 1)l~°)-sl[f*s M, (o(S))]~/ 
=[  
s c_ P(o) 
(- 1)l~°)- slL[f ,s M, (0(S))1 
= ~ (-1) LN°)-sl ~ [f*Tf*sM,(Q(S)(T))I 
S ~ P(O) T~ P(~S)) 
= ~ (-1) I~°)-sl ~ [f *so r M, (o(S N T))] (by (2.6)) 
s ~ P(o) T~ ~o(S)) 
= (_l)l o -sl [f*rM,(o(T))l 
T~S 
=r~s( ~ (--1)l~°)-Sl) [f*rM'(O(T))] 
\TCS~P(O) 
= [f'No)M, (o(P(o)))] = [M, (0)1, 
by the identity (2.7). 
Finally, consider £ o L. For a 7/(0)#F-module M, 
fro L[M, (0)] =L ( s ~o, [f *s M, (o(S))]) = s =~o, ff,[f*s M, (Q(S))] 
= ~ ~ (--1)IP(°(S))-TI[f*Tf*sM,(o(S)(T))I 
S ~ P(o) T ~ .'~(S)) 
= ~ ~ (-1)ls-rl[f*rM,(e(T))l 
S~P(Q) T~S 
---~T~P~o) (--1)'~o)-TI( ~S (--1)'mo)-S') [f'rM'(o(T))] 
\ TCSCP(o) 
= M,  (0(P(o)))] = [M, (0)1, 
again by (2.7). Thus (3) is proved, completing the proof of 2.1. 
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This result will now be applied to deduce explicit computations. 
Proposition 2.8. Let G be a dihedral extension of  a finite Abelian group n, i.e. a 
split extension 7t >4 F of n by a 2-element group F whose nontrivial element acts on 
rt by x~ x -1. Then 
Co(Z/c)--- ® (7/®7/)®  
e ~ X(n) 0 ~ X(n) 
Io1-<2 lot>2 
where 7/(0)+ is the ring of  integers o f  ©(Q)+ = ©(0) r, the maximal real subfieM o f  
Proof. G satisfies the hypothesis of 2.1, so Go(ZG)--@o~xt~)G0(Z(0)#F), andit 
remains only to compute Go(7/(Q)#F). If IQI >2, then 7/(Q)----7/[(io I] is a cyclo- 
tomic integer ing, with F acting by complex-conjugation, a d the fixed subring is 
Z(R)+. Now 7/(0)[1/IQI] is unramified over Z[1/IQI], since the only primes which 
ramify are those dividing 101, which is a unit; hence Z(0)[1/IQI] is unramifed over 
Thus by 1.8, 
Z(O ) # F = Endz<a>+ (Z(O)) -= M 2 (7/(0)+),  
and by Morita theory, Go(Z(p)#F)=Go(~_(O)+). But it is well known [11, Cor- 
ollary 1.11] that for a Dedekind ring 0, G0(O)-=Z@CI(O), so 
Go(Z(R)#F)--Z~CI(Z(O)+),  for Jol>2- 
If [0[ = 2, then Z(0) -= Z with trivial F-action, so Z(R) #F---- Z[½]F, an ordinary group 
ring. But since ]F1-1 e Z[½], the obvious isomorphism ©F~© x© restricts to an 
isomorphism 7/[½]F--~,Z[½] ×Z[½], so Go(Z<Q)#F)=-Z@~7. Finally, if Q= 1, then 
again Z(0)= 7/with trivial F-action, so 7 / (0)#F= ZI-', whose Grothendieck group is 
easily seen to be Z(~7/, by Lenstra's theorem [10, (0.2)] or by an easy computation. 
This proves 2.8. 
Proposition A now follows immediately, taking n cyclic of order n. 
3. Quaternion groups 
It is useful to recall some facts about ray class groups, summarized below. 
Definition 3.1. Let R be a Dedekind ring with field of fractions K, A a central simple 
K-algebra. Then the ray-class group C1A(R) of R relative to A is the quotient of  the 
group 1(t?,) of fractional ideals of R by the subgroup PA(R) consisting of principal 
ideals generated by reduced norms from A; thus 
Nred 
A* , I(R)-*CIA(R)-*O 
is exact. 
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If K is a number field, the Hasse-Schilling-Maass theorem [14, Theorem (33.15)] 
gives an alternative description: for each real embedding K p , ~, one can form 
the central simple JR-algebra R®rA,  whose class in the Brauer group Br(R) is 
either trivial or that of the quaternion algebra IH; in the latter case, one says that 
A is ramified at p. Then x ~ K* lies in the image of the reduced norm if and only 
if x is positive in every ramified real embedding p:K -~.  
Lemma 3.2. Let  ~ be a maximal  R -order  in A .  Then 
Go( ~ ) = Go(A) ~ CIA(R). 
Proof. This follows from the localization sequence 
KI(A) ' G~°r(~/I)~Go(~C?)-~Go(A)--'O 
II~ 
I(R) 
and the observation that ~ is essentially the reduced norm; see Reiner [13, (24) of 
§6] for details. 
Lemma 3.3. With notation as above, the obvious surjection fl'C1A(R)--*CI(R) 
(sending the ray-class of  a fractional ideal to its ideal class) has as kernel an elemen- 
tary Abelian 2-group. 
Proof. Let PosA(K)C_ K* denote the subgroup of elements which are positive at 
every ramified real prime, i.e., the image of the reduced norm, so 
a K .  ¢~ 1-~Pos~(K) > > l-[ { +- 1 } -~ 1 
p real, 
ramified 
is exact, where the p-component 0~:K*-~{_+I} of 0 is the composite K* 
JR* sgn>{+_l}, and surjectivity of ¢~ follows from the strong 
theorem. Thus the following diagram has exact rows: 
1 ~ POSA(K) , I(R) , C1A(R ) ,1 
1 [ 1' 
1 , K* /R*  , I (R) , CI(R) ,1 
The snake lemma yields that 
P ) 
approximation 
as desired. 
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Of course, if A = MnK, then C1A(R) = CI(R), the usual class group, and fl is the 
identity. 
Lemma 3.4. Let d > 1 be odd, s > 1. Consider the cyclotomic fields K= ©[(2"d], k = 
Q[GI, their respective maximal real subfields K+ = ©[(2"d + (~],  k+ = Q[(d +(di], 
0, O, 0+, O+ the rings of integers. Let ~ be any prime of k+ dividing 2. Then: 
(i) ~ is totally ramified in K+, so there is a unique prime f~ of K+ lying over ~. 
f~ does not ramify in K. 
(ii) The behavior of  ~ in the quadratic extension k/k+ coincides with the 
behavior of f~ in the extension K/K+. Thus there is an isomorphism o/~o -~ e/f~O. 
K 
k K+ 
\ j  o 
k+ 
Proof. Let ~3 be a k-prime lying over ~. By the decomposition law for rational 
primes in a cyclotomic extension [18, Proposition 7-4-2], the ramification index of 
2 in K is #(2s), while 2 does not ramify in k [18, Theorem 7-2-4], so the ramifica- 
tion index of ~ in K is #(2s), the degree of the extension K/k. Thus ~ is totally 
ramified in K: ~3. O = ~ 2s-1 for a unique K-prime ¢~ dividing ~. Let fi = ~ f3 0+. 
K 
/ 
~3 k K+ 
k+ 
Diagram 2. 
If an element of Gal(K/k) fixes ~, then its image under the isomorphism F= 
Gal(K/k)-~ Gal(K+/k+) = F + fixes ¢, so the isomorphism restricts to an embedding 
of the decomposition group FO into F~ + . But F~3 is all of F, since ~ is totally 
ramified, so ~÷ is all of F +. The isomorphism/~3-~+ maps the inertia group 
I(~ I~) into I(~ I ~) injectively; but since ~ is totally ramified in K,I(~ I ~) is all of 
F~3, so I(~ I ~) is all of F~ + , i.e., ~ is totally ramified in K+, and 13 is its unique prime 
divisor, proving (i). 
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Now ta }s either inert or split in k. In the former case, lao=~, so by (i), la0 = 
~.  ~ =$2 - =~ 0, showing that fi is inert in K, since if it split, ~0 would have 
prime divisors other than $. Similarly, if la splits in k, then ¢ splits in K, and (ii) 
is proved. 
Recall now the definition of the generalized quaternion group O4m'- it is the 
subgroup of IH* generated by x=e ni/m and y=j ;  equivalently, it has presentation 
<x, y lxm=y 2, y4= 1, yxy -1 =x-~). Note that this definition makes sense even for 
rn = 1, in which case Q4 reduces to a cyclic group of order 4. This convention will 
be adopted in the sequel so that a unified formula incorporating the degenerate cases 
may be given. 
Let F= { 1, y} be a two-element group which acts on Q[(n], the nontrivial element 
y acting as complex conjugation. Let c :FxF~Q[( , ] *  be the normalized 2-cocycle 
given by c (y ,y )=- l .  Let Hn=Q[(n]#cF. If n>2,  F is just the Galois group of 
Q[(,] over its maximal real subfield Q[(n]+, so H~ = (Q[~n]/Q[(n]+, c). If n = 1 or 2, 
then F acts trivially, and it is readily verified that H,, = ©[i], since the element 1 # y 
has square - 1; also, Q[(,] + = ©[(,]. 
Note also that for n odd, Q[(n] = Q[(2n], since -(~ is a primitive 2nth root of 
unity. 
Proposition B. Let G be the quaternion group Q4m, where m = 2Sm', m 
where 
,=[21 i f  s>O, 
i f  s=O. 
' odd. Then 
(In the degenerate case of s=0,  d= 1, the ray-class group should be interpreted 
merely as the ordinary ideal class group of the Gaussian integers.) 
Proof. From the presentation, it is evident that x has order 2m=2S+lm '. Let 
rt = <x 2s+' >, a cyclic normal subgroup of order m', and let F= G/n, so one has a 
split extension l~zt~G ~F-- ,  1. Letting x and y also denote their residue classes 
modulo rt, F has generators x ,y  satisfying relations xm=y 2, y4= 1, yxy -1 =x -l, 
and x2S*'=l. Since 2Sm' -2  s (mod2S+l), the first relation x2Sm'=y 2 becomes 
x2S=y 2, so F is a quaternion group of order 2 s+2 (where as remarked above, for 
s= 0 this means that F is cyclic of order 4). 
The F-action on zt has x acting trivially, y acting by the automorphism t - t  -l of 
z~. By Proposition 2.1, 
Go(7/G)= (~ Go(Z(o) # F)--Go(ZF)Ga~I~,Go(Z[ ~a,d] # F ). 
d>l  
(3.5) 
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Factor the action a:F-- ,Aut(r0 as 
1 'F '  ' F "  ' 1 ' F  
X 
Aut(Tt) 
(3.6) 
i.e. 
\ i=0  
Since the isomorphism ¢~F' ~ n '÷ "~ xxi=0 (~[(2/]  of 2.2 is given by x-  ((2i) i ,  it follows that 
the image of v is (1, ..., l , -1) ,  so this becomes 
s 
QF-- F"xC F"x H 
i=2  
where c is the normalized Galois 2-cocycle c" F" x F"--'©[(2,+']* characterized by 
c(y, y )=-1 .  Thus by 1.6, 
s 
QF_=_QxQx xQx H M2(Q[(2,]+)xH2-,. 
i=2 
A maximal order in ©F is thus 
$ 
~F=7/X  ~ X 7/X7I X H M2(7][~2i] +) X ~/s+ 1, 
i=2 
where ~s+l is a maximal order in H2s+,; now 3.2 and a result of Queyrut (see 
4.18) yield 
s 
Go(ZF)=Go(d[r)--Z4G (~ (7/(~C1(27[(2i] +))(~)(7/(~)C1H2,.,(~'t(2s+ I] +)), 
i=2  
$ 
Go(~_F)-.7/2(~7/s+2~ (~ C1(7/[~-2,1 +)(~)CiH~,.,(7/[~2s+,] +)  
i=O 
since 7/[51 ] =Z[~2 ] =7/ have trivial class group. 
For a fixed i _2 ,  let K=~[(2,], ~9 =7/[(2, ]. Now 2 is totally ramified in •: in- 
deed, 20 =~2'- ' ,  where ~=((2 i -  1) [18, Proposition 7-4-1]. Thus any prime la of 
¢3+ dividing 2 is totally ramified in O, so the residue extension is trivial. Thus 
where F'  = ker a acts trivially and F" = im a acts faithfully. F '  = (x) is cyclic of order 
2 s+l, and F"= {1, X} has order 2, the nontrivial element X being the image of y. 
Using the transversal 1~ 1, X~y, it is evident hat the group extension (3.6) is 
given by the normalized 2-cocycle z : F" × F" ~F '  characterized by z(x, X) = v, where 
V = X 2s = y2. 
Consider first the term G0(ZF) of (3.5). Suppose first that s>0.  Then F is an 
'honest' quaternion group, and (3.6) yields 
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p = f@/p) = N K/K+($), which is principal, since ‘$3 is. Thus all primes of 8+ dividing 
2 are principal, and hence the class group is unaffected by inverting powers of 2. 
Thus 
Go(ZT)~H2@ZS+2@~ Cl 
i=O 
(3.7) 
Now consider the degenerate case s - 0: then r is cyclic of order 4, and by Lenstra’s 
theorem [10, theorem (0.2)], 
By the observation that H2 = Qs[i], one sees that (3.7) is still valid, except hat the 
first Z2 must be replaced by Z. Thus in any case, 
Go(iW)~ZE@ZS+2@~ Cl 
i=o 
where 
2 if s>O, 
& 
= 
1 1 if s=O. 
It remains to calculate the terms GO(Z[~d, l/d] #r), d > 1, appearing in (3.5). Fix 
dl m’, d> 1. Let k=Q[&J, k+=Q[cd+[;l] its maximal real subfield, o=Z[&j, l/d], 
o+ = Z[&,, l/d] + the integral closures of Z[l/d] in k, k,, respectively. 
For 0 5 i 5s + 1, let K(‘) = Q[c2id], .Ky) = Q[[r2id] + the maximal real subfield, 
@) = z[[zid, 1 /d] , Uy) = Z[[2id, 1 /d] + the respective integral closures of Z[l /d] . 
Note that K(l) =K(‘) = k. See Diagram 3. 
Diagram 3. 
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For O<_i<_s+ 1, let Pi denote the unique quotient of F '  of order 2;. Note that 
k(Pi)=K (i), 0(Qi)=¢ (i). From (3.6), o#F=oF'#zF". Now the decomposition 
QF'  ~ l-ls+ IHi=o Q(Oi) yields upon tensoring with k the decomposition 
s+l s+l 
kF'-~ H k(oi) -~ H K(i), 
i=0 i=0 
which restricts to a subdirect embedding 
s+l s+l 
Iff " 0F '  y--~ H 0(~0/)~- H #( i )  
i=O i=0 
given by x~ ((2')i- Now ~u(v)= (1, 1,..., 1, -1),  so the induced subdirect embedding 
s+l 
" o#F=oF'#z F '~ H @(i)#~u,zF" 
i=0 
can actually be written 
S 
~" 0 #F~r  H o(i) #F" x ~(s+ l)#cF"= ~[oX "'" × ~[s× ~s+l ,  
i=0 
where all the crossed-product orders 9.1; except he last have trivial defining cocycle. 
Letting Ii denote the kernel of the surjection ~i" 0#F--*9~i, the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence (1.14) becomes 
(~) C io~)  @ Go(gAi)--)Go(o#F)~O (3.9) 
O<_i<j<_s+l i=0 
As usual, a#F/(Ii+lj) is finite, the embedding being subdirect, so im3 is 
generated by the images of the simple modules. 
Let M be a simple (o#F=oF'#zF")-module killed by li, i<s+ 1, so M is a 
simple o(#i)#F"-module. M is p-elementary, for some rational prime p. By 1.16, 
M is semisimple as an o(Qi)-module, so it is a module for the semisimplification of
O(~i)/po(~Oi) , a product of finite residue fields of a(Qi) of characteristic p, so as in 
Lemma 2.3, Qi acts faithfully if p is odd and trivially if p=2.  
Now consider a simple (o#F/(Ii+lj))-module M, l<_i<j<s+ 1. If p is odd, 
then Qi and Qj both act faithfully, so both can be identified with the image of F' 
under F'--+Autor,(M ), contradicting i<j. Thus p =2, and all the quotients 6; act 
trivially. Thus a simple (a # F/(Ii + Ij))-module M is a module for the semisimplifi- 
cation of 
9Ji/29Ji = H ~7 (i)/~ 2i-1 ~ (i) # 1-,n, 
~[2 
# ~ Spec(r,+ (i)) 
by Lemma 3.4; i.e., M is a simple module for 
H d~(i)/o~(i)#l'", 
012 
0 Spec(r'+ °)) 
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so as an 9.Ii-module, M is just ff(i)/o(i(i) for some #+(/)-prime I~ dividing 2. This 
description is even valid for i= s + 1, since the cocycle becomes trivial modulo 2. 
Thus the relations generating im ~ can be described explicitly as follows: for 
1 ~i<j<_s+ 1, let ~ be a prime of (i+(i) lying over 2; there is a unique prime lb of 
( i( J)  lying over ~, and (i(i)/~(i(i)..= (i(j)/~(i(j); indeed, both are isomorphic to 0/1~0, 
= ~ (~s+l Go(9.li) be defined by where p ~Oo+, by Lemma 3.4. Let R~j(f ) , i=o 
R~/(~) = [(i(0/~(i(i); i ] -  [#(J)/~(i(j); j], 
where [M; i] denotes (0, ..., [M], ..., 0) with [M] occurring in the ith place, and 10 
ranges over primes of ~+(0 dividing 2. Then (3.9) yields the presentation 
(~)s+ l Go(~i) i=o Go(o#r)--  
(Rij(~)>i<J, 012 
Since (i(i)/~(i(i)-~D//~)O-~ (i(J)f~(~(J), it is evident hat R0()5 ) =Roj (p ) -  Roi(P ), so this 
simplifies to 
(~s+ l Go(~i) i=0 Go(o #/-') -- , (3.10) 
(Roi(P))i>o,~[2 
ranging over primes of o+. By Lemma 3.4, each extension ¢7(i)/g/+ g) is unramified, 
so by 1.13, each 92i is a maximal order, so by 3.2, Go(~i)-~-(~)flAi(~(+i)), where 
A i =K(i)(~i ,  SO Ai=g( i )#1 "" for i<s+ 1, while As+l=K(S+O#cF". Under 
s+l s+l 
@ Go(9~i)~---77s+2(~ C1Ai((i(+i)), 
i=0 i=0 
(+3 s+~ C1Ai((i+ (i)) given by Roi(lJ ) corresponds to the element r i (P )~ ~-,i=0 
ri(~) = ([1O], 0, . . . ,  0, - [15], 0, . . . ,  0) 
where 1~ is the unique (i+tg)-prime dividing D and occurs in the ith place. Thus (3.10) 
becomes 
c s+' CIA,(V+(0) 
Go(o#F)=7/s+2~) "-:-'i=0 , ~ a prime of o+. (3.11) 
( ri(~3) )i>o, p l 2 
Recall the map ~i:C1A~(6(+i))-,Cl((i(+ )) of 3.3 and the norm map Ni:Cl((i(+i)) -~ 
Cl(0+). Note that ~ is the unique prime of (i+0) dividing p, so one has Ni(~)= 
I~Y(~I~) =~, since the extension is totally ramified and hence has trivial residue exten- 
sion. Define an automorphism 
D= 
1 N Pl N2P2 "" Ns+l,O,+  
1 0 .. .  0 
1 
0 
i 0 1 
of -=-,i=0(~s+' C1A,(t~+(i)). (If s=0,  this reduces to [~ ~1, since both fll and Nj are the 
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identity.) It is evident hat 
D(r~(D)) = (0, O, ..., O, - [1~], O, ..., 0), 
so the presentation (3.11) reduces to 
s+, C1Ai(: i)) 
GO(D # F)  ~ Z s + 2 (~) C1Ao(@(0)) (~) (~) 
i=1 ([~]>~l 2 
which by the localization sequence (I.15) becomes 
s 
Go(0 # F)  ~ Z s + 2(~ ClAo(~(0)) (~ (~) CIA, (O(+i)[½])(~C1As+, (~(s + 1) [½]) 
i=1  
But A i =K(i)#F"=M2(Kfi+ )) for i<s+ 1, and As+ l =K(S+l )#cF"=H2s÷,  d. Thus 
2S+ld 
,) 
(3.12) 
Now (3.12) and (3.8) constitute xplicit calculations of the two factors d= 1 and 
d> 1 occurring in (3.5), so combining them yields the desired formula. 
4. Comparison with maximal orders 
Let G be a finite group, ~c  a maximal Z-order in ©G containing ZG. Let 
©G--[I~= ~Ai be the Wedderburn decomposition of QG into simple algebras; then 
• ~c---- I]7=1 ~¢ti, where ~¢L i is a maximal order in Ai. Because of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, 
the calculation of Go(~CCa) is reduced to number theory. For this and other reasons, 
maximal orders play a special role in the theory, and it is useful in applications to 
understand the restriction-of-scalars map Res:Go(~G)~Go(ZG). The map is 
always surjective, by an important theorem of Swan [16, Corollary 3]. Based upon 
some preliminary computations for dihedral and metacyclic groups, Steve Chase 
conjectured that if G has no commuting elements of relatively-prime orders, then 
Res is an isomorphism. This will be established in what follows. 
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Definition 4.1. Let R be a Dedekind ring, K its field of fractions, A a semisimple 
K-algebra, A an R-order in A. For each prime p of R, one can form the localization 
R~ and the completion/~v- Let /~ denote K®RI~ ~, A~=R~®RA, z{~=I~®RA. 
Then the reduced Grothendieck group Go(A) is the kernel of the map 
Go(A)o II v ao(Av). 
Definition 4.2. With notation as in 4.1, define SGo(A) as the kernel of 
Go(A)-~Go(A). 
Remarks. (i) From the exact sequence 0 ~ SGo(A)-~ Go(A) ~ Go(A)-~ 0 and the fact 
that Go(A) is free Abelian, it follows that Go(A)=SGo(A)(~Go(A). Thus SGo(A) is 
the interesting part of Go(A) which captures the 'torsion' phenomena which are 
forgotten upon passage to the field of fractions. 
(ii) Although SGo and G0 are not always the same, they do coincide for group 
rings and maximal orders, as will be shown in 4.4 and 4.6. 
(iii) It is well known (see [15] or [13, (23) of §2]) that for A-modules M, N, [A~rp] = 
[]q~] in G0(./i~) if and only if [M~]= [N~] in Go(A~). This implies that Go(A~) -~ 
G0(z{v) is a monomorphism, so one could also define (~0(A) as the kernel of 
Go(A)~ I-Iv Go(Ap). This observation will be used freely in what follows. 
Lemma 4.3. Let R, K, A, A be as above. Then Go(A)c_ SGo(A). 
Proof. Let Tp= ker(Go(A)-~Go(Ap)). The factorization 
Go(AO 
/ \  
0 ,SGo(A ) ,Go(A ) ~Go(A ) 
/ 
/ 
0 
shows that Tp c_ SGo(A ) for all p, so G0(A)= ~,  Tp c_ SGo(A) as desired. 
Lemma 4,4. Let R, K be as above, G a finite group. Then for A = RG, one actually 
has equality in 4.3: Go(RG) = SGo(RG). 
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Proof. Let Tp=ker(Go(RG)~Go(RpG)), so t~0(RG)=~p Tp. By a theorem of 
Swan [16, Theorem 3], since Rp is local, Go(RpG)~Go(KG) is an isomorphism. 
From the diagram 
0 
0 
SGo(RG) Go(RpG) 
Go(RG) 
it is evident hat Tp = SGo(RG) for all la, so Go(RG) = [")~ Tp = SGo(RG). 
Definition 4.5. Let K0 denote the usual projective class group, i.e., the Grothen- 
dieck group of finitely-generated projective modules relative to exact sequences. 
There is an obvious map Ko--,Go called the Cartan homomorphism given by 
[P]~[P] .  
Lemma 4.6. Let R, K, A, A be as in 4.1, and suppose that A is a maximal order. 
Then SGo(A) = (~o(A). 
Proof. By 4.3, it suffices to show that SGo(A) c_ (~o(A). Let Tv= ker(Go(A)~Go(Ap)). 
For a maximal order over a discrete valuation ring in a separable algebra, lattices 
are determined by their extensions to the field of fractions [17, Theorem 5.27], so 
Ko(Ap)~K0(A~) is injective. Also G0(,4p)~G0(Ap) is surjective, from the localiza- 
tion sequence (1.15). Finally, the vertical Cartan maps in the diagram 
0 , Ko(li 0 , K0(A 0 
are isomorphisms, ince maximal orders are hereditary [2, Theorem 2.3] and hence 
every A-lattice is projective. Thus f is an isomorphism. But then inspection of 
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Go(Ap) _ f ' G0 (~Zip) 
0 > SGo(A)  > Go(A) ' Go(A) 
] 
0 
shows that SGo(A)c_ T~. This holds for all p, so SGo(A)c_ f~ T~=Go(A), com- 
pleting the proof. 
Definition 4.7. Let R, K,A, A be as in 4.1. Following Queyrut, define G®(A) as the 
Grothendieck group of finitely-generated A-latttices formed relative to split exact 
sequences, G®(A) as the kernel of G®(A)~IIDGe(z{~). The obvious maps 
G®(A)~Go(A), G®(z{p)~G0(Ap) induce a map G®(A)-->Go(A). The significance 
of this lies in the following result. 
Theorem 4.8 (Queyrut). Let R be a Dedekind ring, K its field of fractions, 9 an 
R-order in a separable K-algebra A, ~ a maximal order containing 9. Then restric- 
tion of scalars induces an isomorphism (~0(J/)--*(.~®(9). 
Proof. See Queyrut [12]; this follows from his corollaire 1.7 taking S =0, and using 
the hereditarity of J /  to identify CI(J/) with (~0(~) [2, Theorem 2.3]. 
Let R = 7/, so K= ~, and let G be a finite group. Taking 9 = 77G in the above, 
one obtains an identification Go(~c)--~Ge(7/G), where ~ga is a maximal order 
containing ZG. The importance of this is that it endows G0(.~c) with nice func- 
torial properties under change of group. 
Next, the definitions needed to employ induction techniques are briefly recalled; 
for more information, see [9] or [3]. 
Definition 4.9. (Lam). A Frobenius functor F associates to each finite group G a 
commutative ring F(G), to each map i :H~G of groups a functorial ring map 
i*:F(G)~F(H), and to each inclusion i :H~G a functorial 77-linear map 
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i, :F(H)---,F(G) satisfying Frobenius reciprocity: if i:H--'G is an inclusion and 
F(H) is viewed as an F(G)-module via i* :F(G)~F(H), then i ,  is an F(G)-module 
map, i .e. i . ( i*(x),  y) =xi,(y) for xeF(G), y eF(H). 
Example 4.10. Let F(G) = GoZ(7/G), the Grothendieck group of 7/G-lattices relative 
to short-exact sequences. The diagonal G-action on a tensor product of lattices 
makes GoZ(7/G) a commutative ring. If i" H~G is an inclusion, then there is an in- 
duced map i.'GoZ(ZH)-~Go~-(7/G) since 7/G is a free ZH-module, and it is easily 
checked that the Frobenius reciprocity condition holds. Since 7/is regular, an easy 
argument [17, Theorem 1.2] shows that the obvious map G~(7/G)~Go(7/G) is a 
natural isomorphism. This enables one to view Go(7/G) as a Frobenius functor. 
Definition 4.11 (Lam). If (F, i*, i.) is a Frobenius functor, then a Frobenius module 
M for F associates to each finite group G an F( G )-module M(G) and to each inclu- 
sion i : H~G two functorial 7/-linear maps i# : M(H)~M(G), i ~ : M(G)-*M(H) 
such that: 
(i) If M(H) is viewed as an F(G)-module via i*, then i # is an F(G)-module map; 
i.e., for xeF(G), yeM(G), i#(x.y)=i*(x) • i#(y). 
(ii) If xeF(H), yeM(G), then i~(x. ia(y))=i.(x).y. 
Examples 4.12. G~(7/G) is a Frobenius module for G0(7/G), as is G®@pG). 
Go(7/G) and Go@_pG ) are also Frobenius modules. 
Definition 4.13. A morphism of Frobenius modules M, N over a Frobenius functor 
F is a natural (relative to i ~ and i~) F(G)-module map M(G)~N(G). 
Remark. Frobenius modules over F form an Abelian category. 
Examples 4.14. The change-of-rings map G~(7/G)--,G~(7?pG) is a morphism of 
Frobenius modules, as is G~(7/G)~I-I G~@_pG). Similarly, the maps Go(7/G) ~ 
Go@-pG) yield a map Go(7/G)~ lip Go(~pG) of Frobenius modules. By the remark, 
the kernels G~(7/G) and Go(7/G) are Frobenius modules for Go(7/G), and the 
obvious maps G~(7/G)~Go(7/G), G~(~_pG)~Go(7?pG) of Frobenius modules in- 
duce a map G~(7/G)--,t~o(7/G ) of Frobenius modules. Finally, by 4.8, one obtains 
Lemma 4.15. The restriction-of-scalars maps t~,0(~G)~G0(7/G) is a map of 
Frobenius modules over Go(7/G). 
Remark. This has also been proved by Chase, using different echniques [5]. 
Definition 4.16. A finite group is hyperelementary if it is a semidirect product 
it ~ F of a p-group r with a cyclic normal subgroup it of order prime to p. 
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The basis for the utility of Frobenius functors is the following: 
Theorem 4.17 (Lam). Let F be a Frobenius functor, M a Frobenius module for F, G 
a finite group. I f  M vanishes on every hyperelementary subgroup of  G, then 
M(G) =0. 
Proof. See [9] or [3, §§3-4 of Chap. XI]. 
Lemma 4.18. Let F be a finite p-group, ~r  c_ ©F a maximal Z-order containing 
ZF. Then the restriction of  scalars t~0(~'r)~G0(ZF) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. See Queyrut [12, corollaire 6.5]. 
The main result of this section is proposition C, which is restated for convenience: 
Proposition C. Let G be a finite group having no commuting elements of relatively 
prime orders (i.e., the only Abelian subgroups are p-groups, for various p). Let ~o  
be a maximal Z-order in ©G containing ZG. Then Res : Go(~o)~Go(~_G) is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. In the diagram 
o ' :-,o(.ao) , Go(.eo) 
0 , t~0(7/G) , G0(ZG) 
,Go(QG) ,0 
,Go(~G ) ~0 
the rows are exact, since for group rings and maximal orders, t~ 0 and SGo coincide 
by 4.4 and 4.6; moreover, Res is an isomorphism if and only if Res is one. But 
by 4.15, Res is a map of Frobenius modules over G0(ZG), so to show that it is an 
isomorphism, it suffices to show this for all hyperelementary subgroups of G. Thus 
it suffices to prove the theorem with the additional hypothesis that G is 
hyperelementary. Let G = rt >4 F, where F is a p-group and n is cyclic of order 
prime to p. If n = 1, then G=F is a p-group, and the assertion follows from 4.18. 
Hence, assume n~ 1. Then n must have prime-power order, by hypothesis; say 
in i= qm. Also, the conjugation action of F on n is faithful, since elements of F 
and elements of n have relatively-prime orders; thus F- ,Aut(n)  is injective. 
Aut(n) =__ (Z/qmZ) *, so q~: 2; for (z/2mT/) * is 2-torsion, and F could not inject into 
it. Thus 
Aut(n) = Zl(q - 1)Z x 7/ /q  m - 12~, 
with F mapping entirely into the Z/ (q -  1)Z factor. Thus F is cyclic, say F= 7//pnZ. 
Every subgroup n'  of n is F-stable, so F acts on every quotient Q=n/n" of n; 
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indeed, F acts faithfully on Q: for let :rt'=qk2e/qm7/C_ 7//qmT/=/t, where k<m, so 
Q = rc/rg =- 7//q" - kT/. Then Aut(~) ~ 7//(q - 1)7/× 7//am - k - 17 / .  NOW F inj ects into 
the Z/ (q -  1)7/-factor of Aut(r0---(7//qmT/)., which then maps isomorphically to the 
Z/ (q -  1)7/-factor of Aut(Q), so F acts faithfully on ~). 
As usual, let X(n) denote the set of cyclic quotients of Ft. By Proposition 2.1, 
Since the F-action is faithful and 7/[(qa, 1/q a] is unramified over its fixed subring, 
Lemma 1.6 yields 
1 1 r 1 r 
Go(~[~q a,--@] #l")-~Go(7/[~q a, --q-d] )=7/(~Cl(7/[~qd,-@] ),
while Lenstra's theorem applies to G0(E/'), yielding 
Now CI(Z[(/, 1/pe])=Cl(7/[(/]), since the unique prime dividing p is principal 
[18, Proposition 7-4-1]. Similarly, since q totally ramifies in K=©[(qa], it does in 
the fixed field k= Q[(qa]r as well. Let la be the unique k-prime dividing q, ~ the 
unique K-prime dividing q, so ~ =(1-(qa) [18, Proposition 7-4-1]. Now K/k is 
totally ramified, so there is no residue extension, and Nmk(~3)= ~f(~l~)= V. Thus 
~=NK/k(~3)=NK/k(1--~,a)= H y(1-~qa) 
YeF  
is principal as well. Thus CI(Z[(qa, 1/qd] r) = Cl(Z[(qa]r). Combining this informa- 
tion yields the formula 
(,) 
n m 
Go(7/G)= @ (7:0CI(7/[~/]))e @ CrGCl(Z[(q,lr)). 
e=0 d=l  
Now consider the rational group algebra 
QG---(Qn)#F--_ II II End~(a)r(©(O)) e e X(n) o e X(n) 
0:¢:1 
n m 
=- I[ ©(O)x H Mjrl(Q(a)r)=l-I ©[(/ ]x  H MIrl(©I~qdr), OeX(F) oeX(rt) e=0 d= 1 
so a maximal order is 
n m 
H z[(/] x I'[ 
e=0 d=l  
and G0(~c) is also given by (*). Thus G0(~6) and G0(ZG) are abstractly-iso- 
morphic finitely-generated Abelian groups; since Res is surjective by Swan's 
theorem [16, Corollary 3], it must be an isomorphism, completing the proof. 
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Remarks. (i) The use of reduced Grothendieck groups is a convenient echnical 
device, since it permits the exploitation of the nice functorial properties of (7® 
(7/G)= t~0(dLc). It is not evident that G0(~#c) itself displays such nice behavior, 
nor is there any obvious relationship between G0(.~c) and G®(2~G). 
(ii) The dihedral groups of order 2p r and the metacyclic groups of order pq 
satisfy the hypothesis, so one recovers Queyrut's result [12, Proposition 6.6.] in 
these cases. 
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